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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  objective  of  this  study  is  to investigate  membrane  electrode  assembly  (MEA)  failure  modes  under
accelerated  test  conditions  via  reactant  relative  humidity  (RH)  cycling.  In this  study,  the  anode  and  cath-
ode  underwent  RH  cycling  in  an  unsymmetrical  manner  and  the  cell  was  run  at  a  minimal  “idle”  current
during  endurance  testing.  The  cell  performance  was  monitored  periodically  and  the  degradation  curve
showed a difference  in  the  anode  and  cathode  induced  RH  cycling  modes.  Anode  RH  cycling  had  a more
pronounced  effect  on MEA  degradation  than  cathode  RH  cycling.  Electrochemical  diagnostic  testing  meth-
eywords:
urability
EM failure modes
H cycling

dle condition
embrane electrode assembly

ods such  as  AC impedance  and  H2 crossover  measurements  revealed  the degradation  phenomena  in more
detail.  The  fluoride  release  data  of  the  anode  RH  cycling  cell showed  a  sudden  increase  in fluoride  rate
within  a  short  period  of  endurance  testing.  The  infrared  imaging  results  revealed  thinning  and  hotspot
pinholes  in  the  membrane,  and ionomer  delamination  from  the  PTFE  reinforcement  layer  was  identified
by  scanning  electron  microscopy.  The  anode  RH  cycling  cell  had  a shorter  lifespan  than  the  cell with
cathode  RH  cycling,  highlighting  the  significance  of anode  humidification  for MEA  durability.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
. Introduction

Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) fuel cells are a promising
nergy technology for use in automotive and other portable appli-
ations [1,2]. Currently, the cost and durability of fuel cell materials
nd systems are the major impediments for the successful com-
ercialization of fuel cell technology [3,4]. The reliability of cell
aterials under diverse operating conditions determines what key
aterials will be used in fuel cell systems. For automotive applica-

ions, fuel cell durability must be targeted in cyclic power output
nd operational environments [5]. The cyclic power load and oper-
tional history of fuel cells is expected to cause changes in the
ntrinsic properties of cell materials. Changes in the physical and
hemical (i.e., morphological and compositional) behavior of the
aterials impose an overall system efficiency loss. Consequently,

esigning fuel cell materials that can endure harsh operating condi-
ions is a major challenge for many fuel cell researchers. A detailed
nderstanding of the material failure modes and their mechanisms

s therefore essential to assess the reliability of fuel cell materials,

nd to develop novel or improved materials [6].

Cell components undergo degradation during long-term oper-
tion of a fuel cell and stack. Among the types of material

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 888 4567x33415; fax: +1 519 746 4979.
E-mail address: mfowler@uwaterloo.ca (M.W.  Fowler).

378-7753/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.01.133
degradation, membrane degradation is the main factor shortening
the lifetime of PEM fuel cells [7].  Nafion®, an ionomer membrane
based on perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA), is one of the most widely
used membranes in fuel cells [8].  In PFSA membranes, the proton
conduction mechanism is predominantly associated with water
molecules that act as proton carriers. Hence, the desired pro-
ton conduction in fuel cell membranes is achieved by sufficiently
hydrating the membrane. Insufficient membrane hydration will
cause the membrane to dry out, leading to a decrease in proton
conduction and an increase in ohmic losses [9,10].  According to
Huang et al. [11], low water content in the membrane collapses
the crystal structure, which decreases the ion channels and there-
fore the proton conductivity. Apart from proton conduction, the
membrane’s mechanical behavior is also strongly affected by the
level of membrane hydration [12,13]. Membrane dehydration for
longer periods accelerates the rate of membrane degradation and
increases the severity of membrane catastrophic failure in the long-
term operation of fuel cells [14–17].

Among the several degradation modes [18], membrane mechan-
ical degradation is considered the cause of early failures in fuel cells.
Mechanical degradation primarily generates tears, cracks, punc-
tures, or pinholes in the membrane, causing permanent damage

[7].  Relative humidity (RH) cycling is viewed as an accelerating
tool for membrane mechanical degradation. In practical fuel cell
operations, RH cycling will occur during the start-up and shut-
down cycles and under cyclic power load conditions. The literature

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.01.133
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787753
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/jpowsour
mailto:mfowler@uwaterloo.ca
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.jpowsour.2012.01.133
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of hydration cycling experiments.

potentiostat over a voltage range of 0.05–0.6 V with a scan rate
of 2 mV s−1. For this, the cathode served as the working electrode,
02 S. Vengatesan et al. / Journal of

ontains limited research into the direct consequences of RH
ycling on membrane electrode assembly (MEA) degradation
5,19–22]. However, many researchers have studied the mechan-
cal behavior of fuel cell membranes under conditions of cycling
umidity and temperature, both experimentally and using numer-

cal models [23–31].  Most of the results revealed the induction of
embrane mechanical stresses due to non-uniform swelling of the
embrane during hydration cycling. Notably, Kusoglu et al. [27,28]

nvestigated the mechanical response of the membrane under sim-
lated hydration cycling and found that the membrane undergoes
lastic deformation due to anisotropic swelling.

In most of the above-mentioned literature, humidity cycling was
erformed symmetrically on both anode and cathode. However,
ymmetrical RH cycling induces degradation collectively, making
t hard to predict the individual contributions to membrane fail-
re. Although the anode and cathode catalyst layers have the same
tructures, the electrochemical reactions occurring in the elec-
rodes are quite different. Since the operation history of a fuel cell
as a strong impact on its materials, the electrochemical reaction
athways will result in different degradation modes. Identifying the
xact cause of failure will provide a more detailed understanding
f degradation and its mechanisms [6].

In our previous studies [32,33] this lab investigated MEA  fail-
re modes under symmetrical RH cycling conditions and found the
embrane mechanical failure mechanism. These studies advanced

he development of “diagnostics” for PEM fuel cells, in that failure
odes were correlated with in situ performance observations. A

hange in the rate of voltage degradation was correlated with the
ormation of pinholes in the membrane. To deepen the knowledge
f MEA  failure modes, in this work we investigated the influences
f anode and cathode RH cycling separately. Accordingly, the RH
ycling experiments were performed in an unsymmetrical manner
t one side of the fuel cell reactant stream, while keeping the other
lectrode side fully humidified. The cell was maintained at a very
ow current density to minimize the impact of chemical degrada-
ion associated with operation at open circuit voltage [34,35] based
n Wu et al. [36], who investigated fuel cell degradation under
dle conditions (close to open circuit) and found membrane-based
egradation mechanisms while catalyst-related mechanisms were

imited under these conditions. Thus, in the present work, the cell
as run under a minimal current (idle current) during accelerated
H cycling testing. An idle current was chosen to eliminate the

nfluence of hydration effects derived from water produced inside
he cell, thereby making the cell’s hydration entirely controlled by
eactant humidification, as well as minimizing chemical degrada-
ion of the membrane. Cell performance, cell resistance, membrane
rossover, and fluoride release were monitored periodically. The
EA’s morphological features and failure locations were identified

sing scanning electron microscopy (SEM)and infrared (IR) imaging
echniques after endurance testing.

. Experimental

.1. Membrane electrode assembly and accelerated cell testing

Catalyst coated membranes (CCM, GoreTM 57) were purchased
rom Gore Primea Inc., and Tandem TP50 cells were used to make
ingle cells with an active area of 42.25 cm2. The single cells were
ssembled with the CCM, gas diffusion media (Sigracet®GDL 35BC),
ipolar plates, coolant plates, current collectors, and compression
nd plates. Each assembled single cell was externally pressur-

zed using nitrogen at 110 psi. Hydrogen and air were fed into
he anode and cathode at constant flow rate of 0.113 cc min−1,
.358 cc min−1(during RH cycling experiments) or at the stoichiom-
try of 1.5 and 2.0 (during polarization measurement), respectively,
with no backpressure on the reactant streams. The cell tempera-
ture was  maintained constantly at 70 ◦C by circulating hot water
through the coolant plates. The single cell RH cycling profile is
shown in Fig. 1. During anode RH cycling, the hydrogen gas was
alternated between dry and 100% humidified conditions every 10
and 40 min, respectively. For cathode RH cycling, the air was alter-
nated between dry and 100% humidified conditions for the same
time periods. An external modification was made to the experimen-
tal setup of a Greenlight G50 test station so that the test station’s
humidification system was  completely bypassed during cycling,
and completely dry reactants could be directly fed to the fuel cell.
This allowed for rapid (i.e., almost immediate) and complete cycling
between RH = 0 and RH = 100 at either the anode or the cathode
feed (and the humidification system in the G50 could remain at
a steady state for swift return to humidified operation). In both
the RH cycling experiments, the opposite electrode was  constantly
maintained at 100% humidification. During endurance testing, the
cell was constantly run at an idle current, i.e., 10 mA  cm−2. Although
the confounding effects of chemical degradation and catalyst degra-
dation cannot be completely eliminated, “idle” conditions are the
least stressful for these modes of aging and membrane degradation.

2.2. Electrochemical testing

The cell performance was  monitored periodically by polariza-
tion curves using a TDI electronic load box (RBL 232). During
the polarization measurement, the anode and cathode were
maintained at 100% humidification level. This preconditioning pro-
cedure before polarization measurement is used to recover the
reversible losses and separate irreversible losses. The hydrogen and
air were fed into the anode, cathode at the stoichiometry of 1.5 and
2.0, respectively.

The change in cell resistance was measured by the AC impedance
method using a Solartron impedance analyzer (SI 1260) and poten-
tiostat (SI 1286). The potential for the impedance measurements
was kept constant at 0.85 V with amplitude of 5 mV.  The frequency
range used was  10 kHz to 10 mHz. During the impedance testing,
the anode and cathode were maintained at 100% humidification
level. The hydrogen and air were fed into the anode, cathode at the
constant flow rate of 0.113 and 0.358 cc min−1, respectively.

Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was  carried out using the
while the anode served as the reference and counter electrodes.
During the LSV test, the hydrogen and nitrogen were fed into the
anode, cathode at the constant flow rate of 0.1 and 0.3 cc min−1,
respectively.
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Fig. 2. (a) Voltage degradation curve and (b) i–V characteristics of the H2–air RH
cycling cell; Tcell = 70 ◦C; H2/air stoichiometry = 1.5/2.0, under symmetric RH cycling
S. Vengatesan et al. / Journal of

.3. Fluoride analysis

Water samples were collected from the anode and cathode
utlets, and the fluoride content was measured via an ion chro-
atography method. The water samples were analyzed using

n ion chromatograph (Dionex DX 500) with an electrochemical
etector (Dionex ED 40). The analytical column used to separate
he common anions in the water sample was a Dionex AS17-C plus
G17-C guard column. To carry the anions through the stationary
olumn, 20 mM NaOH buffer solution was used as the mobile phase.
he minimum detectable limit of fluoride was 0.011 mg  L−1.

.4. Scanning electron microscopy and infrared imaging

The morphological and interfacial features of the fresh and
egraded MEA  samples were observed using a scanning electron
icroscope (Leo1530 SEM). To observe the interfacial features of

he MEA, the MEA  samples were freeze fractured by immersing in
iquid nitrogen, and one half of the sample was mounted upright in
he SEM sample holder. IR imaging was used to identify defects or
erforations in the degraded MEA. For this, an IR camera (InfraT-
ch GmbH) was used to map  the MEA’s temperature distribution.
he detailed procedure of IR imaging has been described in the
iterature [37].

. Results and discussion

As reported earlier [33], to observe the influence of hydration
ycling on MEA  durability, RH cycling was previously performed
n a symmetrical manner on both sides (anode and cathode) of
he single cell. During these symmetrical RH cycling experiments,
he hydrogen and air were alternated between dry and 100%
umidified conditions every 10 and 40 min, respectively. In all
he experiments, RH cycling was started after a commissioning
eriod of 120 h, during which the cell was run at 0.6 V. The volt-
ge degradation curve was plotted using the potential versus the
ell operation time at a constant current density of 10 mA cm−2.
he voltage degradation curve and polarization curves from Ref.
33] are shown here in Fig. 2a and b for comparison with the new
xperimental results. The degradation curve is separated into three
ifferent regions: commissioning, gradual degradation, and highly
ecayed. The voltage was almost constant during the later stage of
ommissioning. After the commissioning period, the voltage degra-
ation gradually decreased until 450 h of operation, followed by a
apid decline in cell voltage. This reveals that a significant change
n material behavior occurred at this stage in the operating his-
ory. As shown in Fig. 2b, the cell performance decreased steadily
ntil 436 h, after which it decreased significantly, especially in the
hmic region. This was  mainly attributed to membrane dehydra-
ion and proton conductivity loss, due to the insufficient hydration
mposed by RH cycling. The cell performance underwent a further
apid decrease at 536 h due to long-term operation of the cell under
ow membrane hydration, which caused irrecoverable damage to
he cell components.

.1. Effect of anode RH cycling on MEA  degradation

In general, during dry fuel cell operation, membrane dehydra-
ion mostly occurs at the anode side due to electro-osmotic drag.
nder some conditions, back diffusion of water may  compensate

or water loss on the anode side. The main consequence of dehydra-
ion at the anode side is decreased proton conduction and increased

hmic losses[10,38].Since humidification is alternated between
et and dry conditions during anode RH cycling experiments, the

node side will be in a partial dehydration state for some period.
uring this dehydration state, membrane degradation is expected
conditions (i.e., both anode and cathode were dry, then humidified, at the same
time). From Ref. [33].

to be aggravated and accelerated. The degradation curve for anode
RH cycling is shown in Fig. 3a. In the commissioning region, there
is a continuous decrease in cell voltage, then an increase. In the
gradual degradation region, the cell voltage decreases marginally
at a degradation rate of 0.2 mV s−1. It may  be possible that RH
cycling at the anode side caused morphological changes in the cat-
alyst layer, and the catalyst–ionomer interface collapsed. This in
turn could have reduced the three-phase boundary and decreased
cell performance. However, in the highly decayed region, the cell
voltage fluctuates, then decreases drastically at a degradation rate
of 0.4 mV  s−1. The fluctuations in voltage could have arisen from
catalyst layer–membrane delamination or membrane mechanical
breaching, as will be presented later in the SEM images. The polar-
ization curves of the anode RH cycling experiments are shown in
Fig. 3b. In this case, the anode RH cycling cell completed 100 wet and
dry cycles during 440 h of endurance testing. The cell did not show
much change in performance until 250 h of operation. However, at
300 h there was a significant decrease in performance, which can
be correlated with morphological changes in the catalyst layer and
with membrane proton conductivity loss. After 390 h of operation, a
rapid decline in the performance curve is noticeable. This decrease
may  have resulted from irreversible changes in the membrane and
catalyst layer, especially at the anode side.
Since impedance tools can reveal changes in material resistance
during long-term testing [38], they are highly suitable to indicate
the course of material failure modes. Note that the present results
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ig. 3. (a) Voltage degradation curve and (b) i–V characteristics of the anode RH
ycling cell; Tcell = 70 ◦C; H2/air stoichiometry = 1.5/2.0.

re different from those in Ref. [35], where the accelerated “stress”
ondition was OCV operation, indicating that a different change in
orphology took place in this latest study. The AC impedance spec-

ra of the anode RH cycling cell are shown in Fig. 4a. The cell does not
how any significant change in resistance in the high and low fre-
uency regions until 300 h. However, a sharp decrease in the low
requency resistance (LFR) and slight increase in high frequency
esistance (HFR) is observable after 350 h of operation. This sudden
ecrease in LFR might be primarily due to membrane thinning or
lectrical short formation in the MEA  and that will be analyzed with
SV and SEM results in the later section. Also, the slight increase
n HFR after 350 h might be attributable to the creep deforma-
ion in membrane and electronic conductivity loss due to catalyst
ayer cracking. Linear sweep voltammetry gives information about
he hydrogen crossover current; linear sweep voltammograms are
hown in Fig. 4b. It can be seen that the hydrogen crossover cur-
ent is unchanged until 300 h of cell operation. However, after
50 h there is a sudden increase in crossover current, indicating
embrane integrity failure. The abrupt change in crossover cur-

ent with slight shorting in the limiting current range is observed
rom the LSV data. This could have arisen from membrane thin-
ing, which accelerates the subsequent membrane degradation
rocess by allowing pinholes to form more easily, as is notice-
ble from the further increase in hydrogen crossover at the end
f the cell life testing. Since the Gore Primea membrane is made
ith a 3-layer configuration (PTFE layer at the center on which two
djacent ionomer layers are sandwiched), the strong PTFE layer is
xpected to prevent the gas cross-over. However, the porous PTFE
ayer can expand to some extent (as can be seen from SEM images,
Fig. 4. (a) Impedance spectra of the anode RH cycling MEA  at 0.85 V and (b) linear
sweep voltammograms of the anode RH cycling MEA; scan rate = 20 mV s−1.

Fig. 6c) during RH cycling and increase the cross-over rate. As the
cross-over rate increase dramatically, the membrane failure and
pinhole formation also increased. The results from the polarization,
impedance analysis, and hydrogen crossover measurements show
good agreement, and display a membrane failure mechanism. It is
assumed that unsymmetrical RH cycling at the anode side created
local stresses and degraded the catalyst layer, leading to delamina-
tion of the electrode from the membrane. Since in situ diagnostic
tools cannot differentiate between the anode and cathode failure
mechanisms, ex situ characterization methods will reveal these
failure modes, as will be discussed in later sections.

The anode and cathode water samples were collected separately
and analyzed for their fluoride content. Fig. 5a shows the cumula-
tive fluoride ion release over time, revealing that fluoride release
increased with time and was higher at the cathode. It is believed
that fluoride ions move across the MEA  and will be more concen-
trated at the cathode side due to the electro-osmotic drag process
that accompanies water production inside the cell [34]. In addi-
tion, the proton would carry the fluoride ion, due to the ion-pair
interaction between proton and fluoride ion. As can be seen from
the curve, fluoride release was low during the cell commission-
ing period, and then there was a sudden jump in fluoride release
once the RH cycling started at 120 h. The dry anode conditions in
this work could have allowed for increased hydrogen crossover, as
the pores in the membrane would not have been filled with water.
Thus, this work shows that RH cycling causing severe degradation
to the ionomer could be due to high gas crossover in dry conditions.
According to Liu et al. [39], fluoride release changes with current
shows the fluoride release rate over time; the rate is irregular and
the results are scattered. This can be explained by the change in RH,
which leads to alternation in reactant partial pressures and water
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Fig. 5. (a) Cumulative fluoride release and (b) fluoride release rate of the anode RH
cycling cell.

Fig. 6. SEM images of (a) a cross-section of a fresh GoreTM 57 MEA; (b and c) cross-section
RH  cycling MEA  (inset: magnified view – 10.0K×).
r Sources 207 (2012) 101– 110 105

management inside the cell. The degradation rate will also change
with variations in the RH level, which may  create fluctuations in flu-
oride emission depending on the local water profile in the catalyst
layer simply due to there being less water in the cell.

Fig. 6 shows SEM images of fresh and anode RH cycled MEAs. In
comparison with the fresh MEA, in the degraded MEA  the ionomer
layer is slightly detached from the PTFE reinforcement layer, and
the PTFE layer is expanded to some extent (Fig. 4c).This may  affect
the proton transport pathway and may  have been responsible for
fluctuations in cell performance.

This might have been caused by uneven stresses on the cata-
lyst layer due to RH cycling. Primarily, the anode electrode would
expand and contract more than the electrolyte membrane, which
would maintain some moisture from the cathode side hydration.
Also, it is observed that the membrane (3 layer) thickness of the
fresh MEA  is changed from 24.8 �m to 23.5 �m in the degraded
MEA. By separating the thickness of PTFE layer (center layer) from
ionomer layers, the PTFE layer thickness of fresh MEA increased
from 5.2 �m to 8.1 �m that confirm the expansion of PTFE layer.
However, the ionomer layers thickness is reduced from 19.6 �m
to 15.4 �m which show the degradation of ionomer layer during
accelerated RH cycling. The surface image of the degraded MEA
(Fig. 6d) shows large cracks in the anode catalyst layer at some
places, mainly caused by the local stresses from non-uniform water
distribution in the catalyst layer during RH cycling. Since the com-
ponent defects such as cracks, delamination, thickness variations
imparted during CCM manufacturing, these small defects would
expected to alleviate during the hygro-thermal operation of fuel
cells [40].Thus, the large cracks produced can break up the con-
tinuity of catalyst layer and thereby increasing the resistance. IR
imaging of the fresh and degraded MEAs was carried out after
endurance testing, and the results are shown in Fig. 7. Compared

with the fresh MEA, the anode RH cycled MEA  shows two major
hotspot locations. The reason for these locations could be explained
as follows: the local stresses created in the membrane due to RH

s of the degraded anode RH cycling MEA; and (d) the surface of the degraded anode
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ig. 7. IR camera images of (a) a fresh GoreTM 57 MEA  and (b) the degraded anode
H  cycling MEA.

ariation cannot be uniform, since the defect sites (cracks, delami-
ation, etc.) present in the pristine Gore MEA  may  experience high
tress and prone to severe damages. These hotspots are expected
o have severely increased the crossover current and decreased the
ifespan of the membrane during durability testing.

.2. Effect of cathode RH cycling on MEA  degradation

The results of cathode RH cycling exhibit some unique features.
ince the electrochemical reaction produces water on the cathode
ide, RH cycling of the cathode may  be expected to have little influ-
nce on degradation. Kim et al. [41] studied the effects of cathode
nlet RH on MEA  durability during start-up/shut-down cycling and

ound that cycling the cell at low RH values resulted in better dura-
ility than at high RH values. In the present study, since the cell was
un at a minimal current it was expected to maintain a low RH at the
athode, although some water would be formed. Fig. 8a shows the
Fig. 8. (a) Voltage degradation curve and (b) polarization curves of the cathode RH
cycling cell; Tcell = 70 ◦C; H2/air stoichiometry = 1.5/2.0.

degradation curve for RH cycling performed only on the cathode
side, while keeping the anode at constant 100% humidification. As
is clear, the degradation rate is almost steady from the beginning to
the end of the cell life, despite the voltage fluctuations. This might
reveal that there was  no sudden or severe damage to the material
structure that would cause the voltage to decrease drastically. How-
ever, some reversible material changes occurred, and these might
have caused voltage fluctuations due to the overall hydration of
the MEA. The reason for these fluctuations will be discussed later.
Fig. 8b shows the polarization curves from the RH cycling experi-
ments. The cell performance decreases slowly over time, with no
drastic decrease observable until the end of testing, at which point
MEA  degradation seems to occur via a normal degradation mode.

The AC impedance spectra of the cathode RH cycled cell are
illustrated in Fig. 9a. Low frequency resistance increases slightly
with operating time, then there is a sharp decrease at 550 h and
this continues until the end of cell life. Notably, on the impedance
curves both high and low frequency resistances decrease abruptly
at 831 h, which differs from the anode RH cycling cell. The decrease
in low frequency resistance may  be related to the membrane thin-
ning that is evident from the H2 crossover measurements and IR
imaging results. However, the reason for the abrupt decrease in
high frequency resistance is still unclear. Fig. 9b presents the linear
sweep voltammograms from the cathode RH cycling experiments,
showing that the H2 crossover current density increases slowly and
steadily until 686 h.
However, the increase in crossover is well pronounced at nearly
the end of life testing, which is probably due to membrane thin-
ning and consequent pinhole formation. Fluoride measurements
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On the other hand, voltage degradation showed a steady decrease
ig. 9. (a) Impedance spectra of the cathode RH cycling MEA  at 0.85 V and (b) linear
weep voltammograms of the anode RH cycling MEA; scan rate = 20 mV s−1.

rom the collected water samples indicate a steady increase in flu-
ride release, as shown in Fig. 10.  The cumulative fluoride release
ncreases almost linearly, with no abrupt change at any time, which
ndicates a normal steady membrane degradation mode, likely
hinning. Since cathode RH cycling may  have a less detrimental
egradation effect, the chemical integrity of the ionomer mem-
rane is not abruptly changed.

The morphological features of the MEA  were analyzed using
EM and are presented in Fig. 11.  In the cross-sectional image of
he degraded MEA, the membrane-electrode interface is clearly
bservable, showing delamination in the membrane layer itself.
enerally, GoreTM Primea membranes have a three-layer mem-
rane structure, i.e., ion-conducting electrolytes at either side
ith a PTFE reinforcement layer in the center, to improve the
embrane’s mechanical strength. The image reveals that the rein-

orcement layer is detached from the ionomer layer on both sides.
his clearly indicates membrane layer delamination, rather than
he common membrane electrode delamination. This could also
e a reason for the voltage fluctuation (Fig. 4a) in the cathode
H cycling cell, since the ionomer layer is expected to undergo a
ontinuous lamination/delamination process. In addition, at some

ocations of the MEA  cross-section (Fig. 11b and c) the PTFE layer
as completely disappeared, indicating it has been lost. This reveals
hat the unsymmetrical RH cycling experiment caused membrane
Fig. 10. (a) Cumulative fluoride release and (b) fluoride release rate of the cathode
RH  cycling cell.

delamination by imposing uneven water content across the mem-
brane (more specifically, different hydration in the electrode than in
the membrane), and long-term operation of the cell (858 h) allowed
for chemical degradation of the PTFE layer. The thickness of the
MEA  decreased from 24.8 �m (fresh MEA) to 16.0 �m (degraded
MEA) and this shows that there was  significant thinning of mem-
brane. Besides, the ionomer layer thickness also decreased from
19.6 �m to 12.1 �m.  The IR imaging results of the cathode RH cycled
MEA after endurance testing are shown in Fig. 12.  The temperature
profile along the degraded MEA  is not uniform, and some high tem-
perature locations are noticeable at the MEA  center. These high
temperature locations might have resulted from localized PTFE
leaching. Nevertheless, the degraded MEA  showed overall thin-
ning when compared with the fresh MEA, indicating that when
RH cycling was performed only at the cathode, thinning was the
predominant failure mode.

3.3. Comparison

Investigating MEA  durability using unsymmetrical hydration
cycling at the anode and cathode revealed different modes of degra-
dation, depending on which side underwent RH cycling. Under
anode RH cycling, MEA  performance degraded steadily at the begin-
ning, then showed a rapid decline at the end as pinholes formed.
from the beginning to the end of endurance testing for the cath-
ode RH cycling cell. The cell performance also gradually declined
near the end of the cell life, mimicking normal cell degradation.
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ig. 11. (a–c) SEM images of cross-sections of the degraded cathode RH cycling MEA.

hen compared with symmetrical RH cycling (H2–air RH cycling)
oltage degradation and performance characteristics (Fig. 2a and
), the anode RH cycling cell (Fig. 3a and b) showed similar trends

n its performance and voltage degradation. But the cathode RH
ycling cell’s degradation behavior deviated from that of the H2–air
H cycling cell.

The impedance results show that the anode and cathode RH
ycled cells both exhibited a decrease in high frequency resis-
ance at some stage of operation, likely associated with membrane
hinning. In case of anode RH cycling cell, the low frequency resis-
ance drastically decreased within a short operation time due to

embrane crazing or pinhole formation from the drying of the
node electrode. In the cathode RH cycling cell this occurred after

 longer operation time (559 h), and the two-stage decrease in

ow frequency resistance of that cell (at 559 h and 831 h) might
e attributable to membrane thinning and subsequent leaching of
he PTFE layer.
Fig. 12. IR camera images of (a) a fresh GoreTM 57 MEA and (b) the degraded cathode
RH cycling MEA.

The hydrogen crossover current increased abruptly after 300 h
of operation in the anode RH cycling cell, indicating the sever-
ity of hydrogen crossover from early pinhole formation when the
anode electrode was in a dry condition. It would have been easy for
hydrogen molecules to diffuse when the anode catalyst layer and
membrane were in a dry state; aside from hydrogen’s small size,
the pores of the PFSA were not filled with water. In addition, more
unreacted hydrogen molecules would have been present because
the cell was  operated at a very low load, which can increase hydro-
gen crossover. In the case of the cathode RH cycling cell, hydrogen
diffusion into the cathode side was  limited due to the completely
wet state of the anode catalyst layer and the partially wet  nature of
the cathode, so the overall MEA  was better hydrated.

In the case of the anode RH cycling cell, the cumulative fluoride

release was very low during the commissioning period, and then a
sudden jump in the fluoride release occurred once the RH cycling
started. This indicates that accelerated degradation was induced
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y the dry catalyst layer and membrane, due to the attack of OH
adicals, which became concentrated (i.e., there was  simply less
ater in the cell). In the case of the cathode RH cycling cell, flu-

ride release increased gradually and linearly, indicating slower
embrane thinning to be the degradation mode. When one com-

ares the cumulative fluoride release values, the anode RH cycling
ell showed higher fluoride release at every stage of the endurance
esting, which indicates more rapid PFSA degradation overall.

The scanning electron microscopy images show morphological
hanges in the MEA  after endurance testing. In the case of the anode
H cycling cell, cracks in the catalyst layer propagated along the
embrane, and partial detachment/delamination of the ionomer

ayers from the PTFE layer is evident. In the case of the cathode
H cycling cell, the ionomer layer completely detached from the
TFE reinforcement layer, and in some places the PTFE layer van-
shed. However, this is mainly attributable to longer-term chemical
egradation (i.e., the cell being operated for a much longer time).
he IR imaging temperature profile shows two major hotspots in
he anode RH cycling cell at different locations on the MEA. The
athode RH cycling cell has a more uniform temperature profile,
ndicating that the more dominant degradation mode was uniform
hinning of the membrane over the entire MEA  area.

This work has highlighted the different degradation modes that
rise in anode or cathode RH cycling cells. From these observations,
e can postulate that the uniform membrane thinning in the cath-

de RH cycling cell resulted in slow degradation and a longer cell
ifetime, whereas the uneven thinning and hotspots in the anode
H cycling cell increased the risk of membrane failure, due to non-
niform stress upon the membrane during RH cycling. There are
umber of literatures that address the issue of water balance and
ater back diffusion from the cathode to anode [42–44].  To be
oted, Yan et al. [42] conducted water mass balance experiments
nd found that when the anode was maintained at low humidity
nd low current density while the cathode at 100% humidification
evel, the best performance was achieved only if the water back dif-
usion occurred. Based on the above literature, it is apparent that
ater back diffusion is crucial to operate the fuel cell under dry
ydrogen conditions. In our present study, since the cell was oper-
ted at very minimal current (10 mA  cm−2), it is not expected to
ave water back diffusion from cathode. Hence, the anode will be
ore dehydrated in anode RH cycling cell, due to high water drag

oefficient and the collapsed catalyst layer. Another reason could
e attributed to the high cross-over of oxygen from cathode to dry
node which produces the reactive radical species that degrade the
onomer in the anode catalyst layer. This is evident from the high
umulative fluoride release within short period of cell operation
440 h) in anode RH cycling than cathode RH cycling cell (860 h).

. Conclusions

A single PEM fuel cell was operated under idle conditions using
nsymmetrical RH cycling; the anode and cathode streams under-
ent cycling separately, the other stream remaining hydrated
uring the cycling. The cell voltage and performance degradation
eveal a difference in the degradation modes for these two  RH
ycling cells. The anode RH cycling cell exhibits rapid voltage degra-
ation and a shorter lifespan than the cathode RH cycling cell.
ith anode RH cycling, the membrane resistance increases dras-

ically within a short period of cell operation, and the hydrogen
rossover rate also accelerates. The fluoride release of the anode
H cycling cell increases suddenly once the RH cycling experiments

tarts, indicating the severity of chemical degradation when the
atalyst layer undergoes dry operation. The SEM images display
racks in the catalyst layer, as well as the propagation of electrode
elamination from the membrane, and the IR imaging results show

[

[

[
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localized pinhole formation. The cathode RH cycling cell shows
gradual voltage degradation, resulting in longer cell endurance.
The membrane resistance and hydrogen crossover increase only at
the end of cell endurance testing. The cumulative fluoride release
increases linearly with time, indicating gradual MEA  thinning to
be the degradation mode rather than rapid pinhole formation. The
morphological features of the MEA  reveal a complete delamina-
tion of the ionomer layer from the PTFE reinforcement layer. The IR
imaging results for the cathode RH cycling cell show almost uniform
thinning of the membrane over the entire MEA  area.

This study reveals the combined membrane mechanical and
chemical failure mechanisms in accelerated humidity cycling con-
ditions, and highlights the role of anode humidification in cell
degradation. To improve MEA  durability in a RH cycling environ-
ment, the operating conditions have to be optimized, and more
attention should be given to designing a catalyst layer that better
tolerates these harsh conditions, while assuring that some anode
stream hydration is maintained.
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